Quick Switch

How to onboard properties faster when they
switch to your connectivity service.
October 2019
Disclaimer: all numbers and percentages shown in this presentation can vary by market.
Please bear in mind that these numbers are based on the current business situation, and can change over time, from market to market.

The current switch process
if properties change provider

1. Longer onboarding process
You have to wait for the current provider to be
deactivated before you can start mapping and
configuration with Booking.com.

2. Missed bookings during the switch
Properties need to push a stop-sell, or close their listing
to prevent overbookings and other distribution issues.

*Avg. for properties that switched in Aug 2019. Source: Booking.com experiment data

How long are properties disconnected
from a provider during a switch?

30+
hours*

Introducing Quick Switch
Helping properties switch to your service
faster, without missing out on bookings.
Zero downtime
Properties remain active until the switch to
your connection is complete.

Reduce property churn
You improve your onboarding speed, which
can help reduce property churn.

Always open for business
Properties don’t miss out on potential
bookings and revenue.

How the current switch process works

The current provider needs to be deactivated before you can start configuration – resulting in property
downtime and longer onboarding.
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How Quick Switch works

You can use read-only mapping calls to configure the property to your connection while the current
provider connection remains active.
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How properties activate Quick Switch
Under the extranet ‘Account’ icon, they go to ‘Channel manager’

They don’t
click on
‘Deactivate’

They click on
‘Switch to a new
channel manager’

See the step-by-step guide

Early results
Properties using Quick Switch have reduced their connectivity downtime to zero

30+
hours
*Source: Booking.com experiment data, August 2019

Time taken

to switch to an active connection
with a new provider*

0
hours

Additional information
for all providers
You’ll gain read-only access to the following B.XML endpoints:

When can the new provider gain access to
the Read-Only Calls during the switch?

B.XML | roomrates (Documentation) |rooms | rates

You will be granted read-only access when the property
requests a switch:

What are the Read-Only Calls?

You can map rooms, rates and policy information of active properties
on Booking.com

B.XML | roomrateavailability (Documentation)

You can map inventory information of properties on Booking.com

B.XML |reservationssummary (Documentation)

You can retrieve properties’ reservations with check-out dates in the
future

What is required to gain access to the
Read-Only Calls for mapping purposes?
You need to implement our Mapping API to access the
B.XML endpoints for mapping (refer to the documentation
listed above).
Otherwise, mapping must be done manually.

Required Steps by the Property
1)
Click on ‘Switch to a new channel
manager’ on the Extranet
2)
Complete the XML Agreement.
3)
Click on ‘Request Connection’.
Remember: The current provider connection
remains active until configuration activities are
complete and the property activates your
connection.
Please refer to the Quick Switch Guide for
Properties.

Additional information
for providers with Content API certification

Additional Read-Only Calls
In addition to the B.XML endpoints, you will also gain
access to the Full Content Read endpoint:

How can you access Full Content Read
during the switch?
For Full Content Read

Full Content Read (Documentation)
using OTA_HotelDescriptiveInfo
You can retrieve property and room-level content
from Booking.com

Properties must also select ‘Content and Photos’ in
addition to ‘Reservations, rates, and availability’
when they select the provider.

Additional information
for providers using Length of Stay (LOS) Pricing Model
Switching from Standard to LOS pricing
model, or vice versa
You can follow the same Quick Switch Process
The property requests for a switch, and you gain access to
the same Quick Switch read-only calls for mapping
purposes.
Switching to LOS Pricing Model
When mapping is complete, you confirm the property’s
connection request via email or via the Partner Portal
>‘Properties’ tab > ‘Switch Process’ > ‘Pending Connection’.
Select ‘Length of Stay Pricing’ option before confirming.

Switching between providers that
both use LOS pricing (LOS to LOS)
You can follow the same Quick Switch Process.

Remember
Changing to a new pricing model causes the
existing prices and inventory to be deleted.
Properties must update their inventory again
via the Rates and Availability API or their
extranet.
The current provider connection remains
active until configuration activities are
complete and the property activates your
connection.

Quick Switch guide

for properties

How to change provider in the
extranet – without losing out
on revenue

Log in to the extranet
account.booking.com

1. Under ‘Account’, click on ‘Channel manager’

2. Click on ‘Switch to a new channel manager’

Click on this button to keep the current channel manager active
until the switch is complete.
Note: ‘Deactivate’ is only used if you want to stop using a
channel manager permanently.

3. Search and select a new channel manager, and click on ‘Next’

Current channel manager
connection remains active

Don’t
channel
manager
here! The connection with
thechoose
existingcurrent
channel
manager
again
or
existing
connection
will
be lost
will still be active until the switch process is completed.

Click
Find new channel manager

4. Complete the agreement and click on ‘Request connection’

5. Wait for your new provider to confirm the connection
The new provider can now perform mapping and configuration activities.
Until then, your property remains connected to the current channel manager

Don’t take further action until your new provider confirms
mapping and configuration is complete. You’ll be notified by email.

6. Activate your new connection via the email link
Your old provider connection is deactivated – and your new one is activated

Problems with your email link?

On the ‘Channel manager’ page, click on ‘Activate connection with…’

Congratulations, your new provider connection is live!

IMPORTANT: Please work with your new provider to refresh your Rates & Availability

Thank you!

